Please be advised: due to ongoing construction on campus, some routes will not be accessible during your visit. Affected areas are noted on this map and are closed to the public. At this time, the most direct routes to Claudia Cohen Hall are available when entering through 36th St. and Spruce St., or 36th St. and Walnut St.

Most buildings require a Penn ID to enter.

Let us know that you were here! Visit https://slate.to/K64yrVR8 or scan this QR code.
FIND YOUR WAY OR MAKE ONE

1. HOUSTON HALL
   The nation’s oldest student union, and the center of campus life for various events and dining options.

2. COLLEGE HALL
   The first building built on this campus in 1872. Penn alumnus Charles Addams is said to have used the building as inspiration for the Addams Family mansion.

3. IRVINE AUDITORIUM
   A performance venue built in 1932, this space has hosted a variety of Penn ensembles as well as national and global leaders.

4. FISHER FINE ARTS LIBRARY
   Built in 1890 by renowned architect Frank Furness and is one of the many resources Penn students, faculty, and staff use to study and conduct research.

5. THE ARCH BUILDING
   The Arts, Research, Culture House is home to many student resources like the Center for Undergraduate Research and Fellowships as well as three of Penn’s six cultural resource centers: Makuu, La Casa Latina and the Pan Asian American Community House (PAACH).

6. PENN WOMEN’S CENTER
   Works with all genders and identities to promote gender justice, and to empower, support, and advance personal and professional development.

7. PLATT PERFORMING ARTS HOUSE
   One of the many spaces on Penn’s campus that inspires creativity and celebrates live performance.

8. THE BIOPOND
   Originally created in 1897, inspires research and offers a beautiful oasis in the middle of an urban environment.

9. LGBT CENTER
   One of Penn’s six cultural resource centers which enriches the experiences and fosters the success of Penn’s lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender students as well as the entire Penn community.

10. CIVIC HOUSE
    Penn’s hub for student-led community service and social advocacy work. Promotes mutually beneficial collaboration between the Penn and West Philadelphia communities, and beyond.

11. KELLY WRITERS HOUSE
    A center for writers of all kinds from the Penn community and beyond. KWH offers over 150 public programs per year including poetry readings, film screenings, musical performances, various workshops and more.

12. PERRY WORLD HOUSE
    A center for academic inquiry, teaching, research, international exchange, policy engagement, and public outreach related to global issues.

13. POTTRUCK HEALTH & FITNESS CENTER
    A recreational facility available to the entire Penn community.

14. GREENFIELD INTERCULTURAL CENTER
    A center dedicated to the education and enhancement of intercultural knowledge, competency and leadership at Penn and beyond.

15. COLLEGE GREEN
    One of Penn’s many open spaces that brings the entire community together for various gatherings and connects the traditional campus to Philadelphia.

16. LOCUST WALK
    A half-mile pathway that runs through the center of campus and is one of Penn’s most shared and iconic spaces.

17. THE QUADRANGLE
    Commonly known as the “The Quad,” is Penn’s largest residential space housing over 1,400 undergraduate students in three College Houses. Please note, entrance to the Quad is permitted only to Penn ID holders.

18. PENN MUSEUM
    The Penn Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology is a world-renowned institution housing over a million objects and artifacts.

19. THE PALESTRA
    Often referred to as the "Cathedral of College Basketball," is a historic arena that was built in 1927. Today, The Palestra is home to many of Penn’s varsity athletic teams.

20. FRANKLIN FIELD
    The nation’s oldest two-tiered stadium which at one time served as home for the Army-Navy games and the Philadelphia Eagles. Today, the stadium remains home for many of Penn’s athletic competitions and prominent events like the Penn Relays.

21. PENN PARK
    A 24-acre green space that overlooks the Schuylkill River and Center City Philadelphia. The park is home to many varsity athletic facilities as well as recreational spaces and walking paths that are accessible for the Penn community and beyond.